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A number of improvements have been made to the animation and AI systems in the engine to make FIFA more responsive, smooth and flexible. Thanks to the new physics engine, all
players feel more alive, their movements are more precise, the ball feels less bouncy and stable, and players dive more naturally, while using more varied actions to win the
ball. Six new artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms have been added to FIFA 22 to make the player’s behaviour even more intelligent and the match feel even more realistic.
In addition to the existing actions and reactions, such as defending, running, and attacking, other actions include reacting to the ball, challenging for the ball, and
changing the play quickly. New animations have been added for the series’ longest-running player, Diego Maradona, including a rare 360 degree turn after a long pass. For the
first time in the series, players can cut and shoot with the traditional backflick, and new intricately-designed attacking animations highlight just how dangerous a true,
world-class striker can be. Previously-released player, player, and player model kits have been fully rebuilt and adjusted to ensure they are right up to date with the
current version of the game. Content creators can also use the game engine to create new kits themselves. GAME MODES FIFA delivers the most complete array of game modes
available on a football-simulation game to date. The following is a brief list of the game modes for FIFA 22: FIFA Ultimate Team – Discover the endless possibilities and
excitement of building your Ultimate Team in FIFA Ultimate Team Mode. – Discover the endless possibilities and excitement of building your Ultimate Team in FIFA Ultimate Team
Mode. Story Mode – Now you can experience the story-driven Side-Story Mode that links both FIFA and FIFA Street games in a new way. – Now you can experience the story-driven
Side-Story Mode that links both FIFA and FIFA Street games in a new way. Career Mode – In Career Mode you can work your way from the lowest league in the world right up to
the top of the EPL, and build a history-making team from scratch. – In Career Mode you can work your way from the lowest league in the world right up to the top of the EPL,
and build a history-making team from scratch. Virtual Pro – If you’re a football manager and want to step into the shoes of the world
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Features Key:

The Future is Female – Create and play as the new FIFA female players that take on the role of all of the world’s most popular clubs and country teams. Choose your kit, helmet, cleats and you can experience improved gameplay, as well as new attributes and animations.
Shot Feed Technology - Emulate the face to face action of real-life goalkeepers passing ball back and forth to each other with remarkable accuracy, using Shot Feed Technology. Shoot on sight and block shots with your reactions influencing your goalies reaction time and making him or her
react quicker to the ball to block it. Finally new shots look better, reacting more accurately to the changing spin and speed of the ball.
Running Without the Ball Tech – If you don’t get the chance to dribble you will be able to take a lot of short shots, peeling out from an offside position without the need to play the ball.
FIFA Personality – Discover who the real-life personality of a player is through their on- and off-field in-game traits, style and behaviours.
Player Instinct -Learn to read and control the speed of your players movement and your opponent’s players by making quick decisions and learn to increase your team’s skill level, increasing goal scoring opportunities as you progress through the seasons.
Dynamic Weather - Create more realistic rain and snow using an actual weather model, with unpredictable water and snow systems, an increased chance of injuries, freezing or an increase in fatigue as the day progresses.
Winemaker Mode - Craft your own customised bonus and create a Brewmaster Mode where you can create the ideal country wines using blends from the full range of 1,400 available grape varieties. This also includes: Managing the process to find all 20 of the available ingredients locally
(instead of from the single supplier), producing a range of different flavours for you to mix and match, storing and conserving your wines, as well as managing your winemaking team to keep them healthy and happy.
New Commentary - The most authentic gaming commentary available in any football game.
Unparalleled tournament play
Real Player Connect
One camera play
Trailer Park - Explore more than 300 locations worldwide
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